LaTeX Workshop

The REGIM-Lab. and the association of Sustainable Innovation in Tunisia organize a Multi-Skills Workshop Series (MSWS) whose aim to encourage students, academics and industrials to learn latest developed technologies and platforms allowing the spirit of sustainable innovation.

The MSWS concerns the LaTeX (pronounced either "Lah-tech"). It is a macro package based on TeX created by Leslie Lamport. Its purpose is to simplify TeX typesetting, especially for documents containing mathematical formulae.

This workshop is a guide to the LaTeX markup language. It is intended that this can serve as a useful resource for everyone from new users who wish to learn to old hands who need a quick reference.

It is very important to use LaTeX to complete your research papers and reports!

Please Bring Your Laptop With You!

The Lyx software will be used during the workshop. It is a popular LaTeX editor for Windows, Linux and Mac OS. It contains formula and table editors and shows visual clues of the final document on the screen enabling users to write LaTeX documents without worrying about the actual syntax.

Date: 27 December 2012
Time: 10:00 to 13:00
Location: Nat. Eng. School of Sfax (ENIS)

Trainer: Ali Wali, Univ. Kairouan
http://wali.regim.org

Registration: www.regim.org/workshops/

Organized by: ReGIM
Supported by: IEEE Tunisia

Registration Fees:
Students & Academics: 50 DT          Industrials: 100 DT
Payment ordered to: “Association of Sustainable Innovation @ Tunisia”